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Introduction

Vitamin D is a secosteroid associated with peripheral calcium 
homeostasis and nervous system function, cancer, cardiovascular 
problems, autoimmune diseases, respiratory infections and allergies 
[1, 2]. Vitamin D is available in two forms, vitamin D2 from plants 
and D3 from animals. Both vitamin D2 and D3 are biologically inert 
and require activation through two hydroxylation processes involving 
25-hydrooxylase (CYP2R1) and 1α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1), 
which are located in the liver and the kidney, respectively [2]. 1, 
25-Dihydroxyvitamin D is a biologically active metabolite produced 
by two hydroxylation reaction steps [2].

Low 25OHD levels have been associated with skeletal muscle 
strength and physical performance [3]. In a previous study, we also 
showed that 25OHD supplementation was associated with improved 
serum 25OHD levels and possibly improved 4-m gait speed [4]. 
However, the features that influence blood 25OHD levels are not well 
understood.

  Machine learning has unique advantages in dealing with complex 
interactions and nonlinear relationships [5, 6]. In recent years, the use 
of the XGBoost algorithm in medical treatment has also gradually 
increased [7-10]. 

Abstract
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The daily intake of carbohydrate (CH), lipid and protein were assessed. The 25OHD levels in these subjects 
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to find features related to serum 25OHD levels using clinical data, daily intake and %Fat as predictors. 
A logistic regression model was used to analyze the factors associated with 25OHD levels. The receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) was used to analyze the predictive value of the model and the area under 
the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated.
Results: The XGBoost algorithm’s top 4 essential characteristics were “CH,” “BS,” “TG,” and “TC,” 
respectively. Protein intake is not a good predictor. The logistic regression model showed positive and 
negative coefficients. Positive values for the “BS,” “CH,” “LDL” and “Lipid” features decrease the risk of 
25OHD insufficiency, and negative values for the “TG”, “TC” and “%Fat” increase the risk of 25OHD 
insufficiency. The AUC of the logistic regression model was 0.76.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that by considering lipid intake and metabolism, the 2 algorithms are a 
good predictive tool for maintaining serum 25OHD levels. 

Therefore, in this study, an XGBoost algorithm and logistic 
regression prediction model were established to predict the serum 
25OHD levels in elderly subjects.

Materials &Methods

Subjects and Setting

Prior to conducting this study, approval was obtained from the 
ethics committee of the Aichi Medical University Ethics Review 
Board (2017-M052) in Japan. A total of 70 healthy adults age ≥65 
years were included in the study, taken from among adult day-care 
center clients in Uji city (n=23, Kyoto), Eiheiji-cho (n=21, Fukui) and
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Nanao city (n=26, Ishikawa). Study researchers were present at the 
adult day-care centers to ensure the proper management of safety 
and confidentiality in the study. The managers of the adult day-care 
centers invited clients to participate in the study, and subjects were 
enrolled from August 2019 to June 2022. After obtaining informed 
consent from a family member belonging to the same household, we 
enrolled 28 Japanese men (age: 71.8 ± 4.9) and 42 Japanese women 
(age: 77.6 ± 7.9) in this study.

Body fat percentage

Body fat percentage (%Fat) was measured using Inbody 430 
(Inbody Japan, Tokyo). 

Daily intake

The Short Self-Administered Food Frequency Questionnaire was 
used to assess the dairy intake of carbohydrate (CH), lipid and protein 
(Education Software Co., Ltd., Tokyo).  

Diaper changes performed by nurses using double gloving

This method is used by nurses when performing diaper changes 
daily in nursing practice. They wear 2 gloves before a diaper change, 
and if they find the second (outer) glove contaminated after the diaper 
change, they remove the contaminated glove, and use the first (inner) 
glove.

Clinical data

Blood was collected by venipuncture and serum 25OHD 
concentration, total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), 
HDLcholesterol (HDL), LDL cholesterol (LDL), and blood sugar 
(BS) were measured by Kyoto Biken Laboratories Inc. (Kyoto, Japan), 
Nikken Igaku Co. (Fukui, Japan) and Falco Holdings Co. (Kyoto, 
Japan).  In all of these subjects, 25OHD levels were found to be either 
deficient (<20 mg/mL) or insufficient (>20 to 29.9 mg/mL).

XGBoost algorithm and logistic regression

In the experiment, we tested the XGBoost algorithm to find features 
related to serum 25OHD using clinical data, daily intake and %Fat 
as predictors. A total of 70 elderly with 25OHD that converted into 
“1” (<20 ng/mL) and “22” (≥20 ng/mL) were randomly divided into a 
training set (n=35) and a test set (n=35). The training set was used to 
construct the prediction model based on the XGBoost algorithm and 
the test set was used to evaluate the prediction effect of the model. The 
logistic regression model was used to analyze the factors associated 
with 25OHD. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) was used to 
analyze the predictive value of the model and the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC) was calculated.

Results

Study Subjects

Obesity was defined as a BMI of ≥25.0 kg/m2. The prevalence of 
obesity determined by BMI was 38.5% in males and 35.8% in females. 
This showed a tendency to obesity in comparison with the standard for 
all 65 - 74-year-old Japanese (21.5 – 24.9 kg/m2) [11]. Serum 250HD
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was classified as normal (>30 ng/ml), insufficient (>20 to 29.9 ng/m), 
or deficient (<20 ng/m). In the subjects of this study, the level was 
either deficient or insufficient.

Serum 25OHD model on the XGBoost algorithm 

The XGBoost model demonstrated that multiple factors were 
related to serum 25OHD levels. The critical feature importance results 
were obtained through calculation (Figure 1). The top 4 essential 
characteristics for predicting 25OHD levels sufficiency were CH, BS, 
TG, and TC, respectively, with a precision of 60%. Protein intake is 
not a good predictor.

Multivariate logistic regression analysis

The logistic regression model showed positive and negative 
coefficients (Figure 2). Positive values for the “BS,” “CH,” “LDL” and 
“Lipid” features decreased the risk of Vitamin D insufficiency, and 
negative values for the “TG”, “TC” and “%Fat” increased the risk of 
Vitamin D insufficiency. The AUC was 0.76, as shown in Figure 3.

Discussion

In this study, a prediction model was established based on XGBoost 
and logistic regression to predict vitamin D levels.

The results showed that a moderate intake of food (CH and 
lipid) containing vitamin D and TC are necessary. Vitamin D is a 
liposoluble pleiotropic hormone and vitamin D3 is synthesized in the 
skin from TC precursors upon exposure to solar UVB radiation [2]. 
Our findings support the need for TC.

Figure 1: Feature importance of prediction index based on the 
XGBoost algorithm.

Figure 2: Factor associated with serum Vitamin D concentration.
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The prediction model constructed in this paper also found negative 
values for “TG,” “TC” and “%Fat”. It is thought that increased body fat 
from excessive lipid intake (TG, TC) may be related to adsorption of 
25OHD. These results are effective for the  maintenance of 25OHD 
levels by decreasing excessive accumulation of body fats through 
overeating.

In addition, these facts indicate the need to adopt active sunbathing 
in day-care services in winter or at institutions located at higher 
latitudes.

Although we only used a small number of cases, the model with the 
algorithm were satisfactory for the prediction task. Thus, our findings 
should be able to serve as a foundation for larger prospective studies.

Conclusion

Lipid intake and metabolism conditions become good predictors 
for 25OHD levels. By considering lipid intake and deposition, this 
model is good predictive tool for maintaining serum 25OHD levels. 
This model could serve as a tool to aid nurses in clinical decision 
making processes.
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